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INTRODUCTION 

Campus Master Plan Purpose 

The campus of Western Carolina University currently holds a special meaning to the community of 
western North Carolina. This rural campus in Cullowhee, North Carolina has grown tremendously in size 
and programs since it was first founded in 1889 as a semi-public school. The University has long been 
aware of its importance to education within western North Carolina and most recently throughout the 
eastern United States. The University is striving to build its reputation as a strong entity in the University 
of North Carolina educational system by providing expanded programs and facilities that will ensure 
positive growth well into the 21st century.  
 
The current plan to expand the student enrollment from ±6,000 students to just over 9,000 students will 
require key decisions be made that affect the academic programs and physical arrangement of the campus. 
Figure 1 indicates the campus as it currently exists.  

Figure 1–Existing Campus Aerial 
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The University saw the need to offer updated programs to stay current with the demands of students for 
the next ten years along with planning outdoor campus spaces to present the campus as a community. The 
results have yielded the following Campus Master Plan. 
 
This document, known as Volume III–Campus Master Plan, deals primarily with the Facility Master Plan. 
Volume I is the Technical Memorandum that was developed during the analysis phase. The Educational 
Program Analysis Plan is presented in Volume II of the four volume master plan set. Volume IV will be 
the Executive Summary Report. The findings of the Educational Program Analysis and the Master Plan 
both promote the growth of campus but otherwise, are not connected. The expansion of the campus is 
based primarily on student growth and the need to establish a campus that accentuates the positive aspects 
of Western Carolina University while providing a friendlier and more community-oriented campus 
arrangement. 
 
A ten-year planning period is the basis for the development of the Western Carolina University Master 
Plan. A principal goal of the study is to plan for campus expansion to accommodate the additional student 
population growth anticipated over the next ten years. The vision of the University is to develop a campus 
that presents a community image compatible with an atmosphere of learning. This plan envisions the 
preservation of the picturesque surroundings of Western Carolina University by providing a sense of 
usable spaces that foster creativity and learning.  
 
The Campus Master Plan will provide direction to the University for the expansion and improvement of 
campus facilities and the future growth of the campus. The completed plan includes creative and 
functional solutions to meet the University’s needs. 
 

Role of the Plan 

The Campus Master Plan contains a wide array of recommendations that are provided to fulfill the 
University’s planning assumptions. The plan represents the physical changes that must occur for the 
University to expand and accommodate future needs. For the mission of the University to be realized, it is 
important to determine the key elements that will ultimately enhance the overall campus development. To 
achieve these roles, the following directives are critical: 
 
1. Provide a master plan that will allow for the orderly expansion of the campus over the next ten 

years.  
2. Provide a master plan that will preserve the character and rural nature of the existing campus 

image.  
3. Provide a master plan solution that establishes a sense of community and being for the inhabitants 

of the campus.  
4. Develop a master plan that provides a basis for a budgeted project expansion strategy.  
5. Develop a master plan that is adaptable to the future needs of the campus. 
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PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS 
The development of the Western Carolina University Master Plan was driven by a need to provide a 
campus that would be more in tune with the proposed growth that the campus is anticipating. There is a 
strong need to have a campus that well accommodates the needs of the students, faculty and 
administration and a campus that is oriented to the needs of the student of the 21st century. The initial 
planning process identified a multitude of requests and needs that were assembled from the entire campus 
population. Through a process of comparison, discussion, quantifying and qualifying, the desires of the 
campus community were focused down to 14 major design issues that would be the basis for the design of 
the overall campus master plan. These major design areas would in turn be the basis for the development 
of the individual improvement areas throughout the campus.  
 
1. Elimination of the vehicular traffic from the central core of the campus. 
2. Provide more open space for the students to congregate outdoors. 
3. Provide new campus entrance statements. 
4. Provide student activity areas within the limits of the campus.  
5. Develop a pedestrian oriented campus. 
6. Preserve the central core of the campus. 
7. Connect the entire campus through strong pedestrian corridors. 
8. Improved intramural facilities throughout the campus. 
9. Enhancement of the existing beauty of the campus. 
10. Strategically located parking near the central core of the campus. 
11. Relocation of collector roads away from the central core of the campus. 
12. Establishment of a walking community/village concept in the central core of the campus. 
13. Linkage of the Ramsey Center to the rest of the campus. 
14. Providing proposed locations for new building expansions on the campus. 
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MASTER PLAN SOLUTIONS 
The development of detailed solutions for each of the planning assumptions leads to diverse design 
applications that address the major emphases posed by each assumption. The overall recommended 
master plan, as shown in Figure 2, was composed to allow for a consistent flow of related spaces, which 
in total will provide a campus that is harmonious in its arrangement, functionality, and appearance.  
 

 
Figure 2–Overall Recommended Campus Master Plan 
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Campus Quad Linkage 

Figure 3 identifies the major pedestrian quad linkage between the Historical Campus and the Bell Tower 
Quad area of campus. This important connection between the two main areas of campus provides for the 
elimination of the vehicular and pedestrian conflicts that now occur at the intersection of Central Drive 
and Centennial Drive. The elimination of Centennial Drive from the core of the campus has opened up the 
center core of the campus to pedestrian traffic. Vehicular traffic flow is maintained throughout campus by 
providing a pedestrian overpass at the Central Drive location of the pedestrian corridor. 

Figure 3–Campus Quad Linkage 
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Proposed Housing Development 

Figure 4 identifies the location for three of the proposed student dormitory areas provided in the master 
plan. New housing for 500 beds is located in the north part of the campus renovation plan in the location 
of the existing golf practice area. This new complex is linked to one of three strong pedestrian corridors 
and it is adjacent to the proposed intramural complex. To promote pedestrian flow in the southern portion 
of the campus, a new 250-bed dormitory is located adjacent to the Ramsey Center and the football field. 
This dormitory is connected to the southern leg of the strong pedestrian corridor system developed for the 
campus. The third housing area is 550 beds located in the eastern portion of the campus, adjacent to the 
proposed eastern campus entrance. 
 

Figure 4–Proposed Housing Development 
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Outdoor Gathering Areas 

Figure 5 indicates a number of the outdoor gathering areas that are planned in the overall campus master 
plan. Three of the most prominent gathering areas off of the strong pedestrian quad areas are shown. The 
first area is the renovation of the pedestrian space within the area developed by the location of Coulter, 
Killian and Forsyth Classroom Buildings. The second area is the pedestrian crossing plaza from the 
parking lot north of the Library and the third area is the Library entrance gathering area. In all three cases 
the spaces provide gathering areas that allow for a multitude of uses and opportunities for teaching and 
general relaxation for the students and faculty that are off of the strong pedestrian corridor system on 
campus. 

Figure 5–Outdoor Gathering Areas 
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Campus Entrance Statements 

One of the primary directives of the campus master plan was to provide an identity for the campus. Figure 
6 identifies the entrance treatments at the two main entrances to the campus. The primary entrance off of 
Highway 107 provides for a new entrance statement that can be seen while approaching the campus. After 
entering the campus the new traffic circle will provide a sense of arrival to the campus with the placement 
of the new Catamount Sculpture in the center. The second entrance statement is the original campus 
entrance off of Old Cullowhee Road. This entrance statement identifies the campus entrance and it 
provides a setting for the establishment of a well landscaped campus image. 

Figure 6–Campus Entrance Statements 
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Architectural Building Standards 

Figure 7 identifies the standard for building façade development on any new buildings that are provided 
on the campus. The examples shown identify treatments of the base, field and top portion of buildings 
when one, two or more floors are anticipated. Roofing types and façade types are also considered to 
provide a consistent design image throughout the campus. 

Figure 7–Architectural Building Standards 
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H.F. Robinson Administration Façade Renovation 

Figure 8 identifies the application of the façade standards for the campus. The H.F. Robinson 
Administration Building was utilized as a test for the use of the building façade treatments. The 
application of the standards provides a new building image that presents an academic perspective that can 
be carried throughout the campus development. 

Figure 8–HF Robinson Administration Façade Renovation 
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PHASED DEVELOPMENT 
The development of the campus master plan improvements is broken down into two phases. These phases 
are based upon the time frame as established by “The University of North Carolina Capital 
Equity/Adequacy Study and Proposed 10-Year Capital Plan: 1999-2008,” as prepared by Eva Klein 
Associates, Ltd. in the summer of 1999. The first phase is based upon a five-year duration from 1999-
2003 and the second phase is from 2004-2008. 
 
Key phasing maps identified as Figure 9 for Phase I–1999-2003 and Figure 10 for Phase II–2004-2008 
are provided that indicate the extent of each of the projects under the two phases. Tables are also included 
that identify the individual projects. Within the tables the costs for each project and the priority rating of 
importance of each project is identified. The implementation rating is established based upon an orderly 
progression of projects and based upon the removal and/or the relocation of key components to other 
areas so that new improvements can be made. 
 
The estimated costs are preliminary and they are intended to assist with the planning and budgeting 
process of Western Carolina University. All costs are based upon 1999 dollars. 
 
The following project list identifies the individual projects and the detailed scope that each of the project 
components: 
 

Phase 1 Projects  

1. East Dormitory Construction (Phase 1) 
2. Performing Arts Center 
3. University Center Expansion 
4. Centennial Drive Roadway Relocation 
5. Pedestrian Link From Historic Campus at Central Drive to Main Campus  
6. Main Entrance Road Improvements  
7. Main Quad Pedestrian Plaza Improvements  
8. New Work Force Development Center 
9. Access Road Improvements at Performing Arts Center 
10. Coulter, Forsyth, and Killian Hall Plaza Improvements  
11. Plaza Improvement at Scott Residence Hall 
12. Library Plaza Improvement 
13. Collector Road Shift at Memorial Drive  
14. Strong Pedestrian Corridor to Intramural Complex 
15. Twelve Tennis Court Complex Renovation 
16. Intramural Softball Fields and Restroom Expansion 
17. New Soccer Field at Picnic Area 
18. Married Student Housing Complex 
19. Expansion of Reid Health and Physical Education/Fitness Center 
20. East Dormitory Construction (Phase 2) 
21. Ramsey Center Dormitory Improvement 
22. Rear Entrance Road Improvement at Old Cullowhee Road 
23. H.F. Robinson Administration Building Parking Renovation 
24. North Dormitory Expansion 
25. Utility Relocation & Improvements (Phase 1) 
26. Property Purchases 
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Figure 9–Phase I Development Plan 
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Phase 2 Projects  

27. New Mountain Heritage Museum 
28. Rear Entrance Parking at Old Cullowhee Road 
29. Southeast Campus Entrance Improvement at Old Cullowhee and Central Drive 
30. Camp Lab Intramural Field Parking Lot 
31. Secondary Campus Entrance Off Of Highway 107 
32. New Soccer Field at Baseball Stadium 
33. New Music Building 
34. Old Student Union Dormitory Expansion 
35. Removal of Old Steam Plant and Installation of New 
36. Library Parking Lot Expansion and Pedestrian Plaza 
37. Greek Housing Access Road, Site Infrastructure and Parking 
38. Conference Center 
39. Physical Plant Expansion 
40. H.F. Robinson Administration Building Expansion 
41. New Student Services Center 
42. New Football Stadium Seating and Plaza 
43. Utility Relocation & Improvements (Phase 2) 
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Figure 10–Phase II Development Plan 
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Phase I–All Projects Costs 
Table 1 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase I 
1 East Dormitory Construction (Phase I) $13,308,750 4   
2 Performing Arts Center $25,805,745 4   
3 University Center Expansion $6,500,000 4   
4 Centennial Drive Roadway Relocation $1,546,440 4   
5 Pedestrian Link Central Drive to Main 

Campus $2,409,900 4   
6 Main Entrance Road Improvements $1,480,080 4   
7 Main Quad Pedestrian Plaza 

Improvements $1,186,800 4   
8 New Work Force Development Center $6,000,000 4   
9 Access Road Improvements at Performing 

Arts Center $570,000  4  
10 Coulter, Forsyth, Killian Hall Plaza 

Improvements $268,200  4  
11 Plaza Improvement at Scott Residence 

Hall $550,500 4   
12 Library Plaza Improvement $292,920  4  
13 Collector Road Shift at Memorial Drive $1,782,846   4 
14 Strong Pedestrian Corridor to Intramural 

Complex $1,230,720 4   
15 Twelve Tennis Court Complex 

Renovation $534,000 4   
16 Intramural Softball Fields and Restroom 

Expansion $1,802,880 4   
17 New Soccer Field at Picnic Area $558,960   4 
18 Married Student Housing Complex $2,354,835  4  
19 Expansion of Reid Health and Physical 

Education/Fitness Center $10,810,980 4   
20 East Dormitory Construction (Phase II) $11,556,726  4  
21 Ramsey Center Dormitory Improvement $12,477,000   4 
22 Rear Entrance Road Improvement at Old 

Cullowhee Road $217,200  4  
23 HF Robinson Administration Building 

Parking Renovation $1,587,360   4 
24 North Dormitory Expansion $23,170,956   4 
25 Utility Relocation and Improvements 

(Phase I) $1,300,688 4   
26 Property Purchase (Phase I) $3,093,000 4   
TOTAL PHASE I COSTS $132,397,486  
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Phase II–All Projects Costs 
Table 2 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase II 
27 New Mountain Heritage Museum $3,528,000  4  
28 Rear Entrance Parking at Old Cullowhee 

Road $565,080 4   
29 Southeast Campus Entrance Improvement 

at Old Cullowhee and Central Drive $453,960 4   
30 Camp Lab Intramural Field Parking Lot $318,600  4  
31 Secondary Campus Entrance off of 

Highway 107 $140,760  4  
32 New Soccer Field at Baseball Stadium $349,440  4  
33 New Music Building $12,245,730 4   
34 Old Student Union Dormitory Expansion $11,357,880   4 
35 Removal of Old Steam Plant and 

Installation of New Plant $36,217,040 4   
36 Library Parking Lot Expansion and 

Pedestrian Plaza $193,620   4 
37 Greek Housing Access Road, Site 

Infrastructure, and Parking $492,480   4 
38 Convention Center $18,375,000 4   
39 Physical Plant Expansion $866,250  4  
40 HF Robinson Administration Building 

Expansion $1,050,000   4 
41 New Student Services Center $8,353,800 4   
42 New Football Stadium Seating and Plaza $7,218,840  4  
43 Utility Relocation and Improvements 

(Phase II) $1,300,687 4   
44 Property Purchase (Phase II) $823,263 4   
TOTAL PHASE II COSTS $103,850,430  

 
Road and Infrastructure..................................................................................................... $11,949,801 
New Building................................................................................................................... $211,197,532 
Pedestrian and Outdoor Spaces............................................................................................$9,184,320 
Property Purchases .............................................................................................................$3,916,263 
10-Year Project Total Cost .............................................................................................. $236,247,916 
 
 

Phase I–Road and Infrastructure Costs 
Table 3 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase I 
1 Centennial Drive Roadway Relocation $1,546,440 4   
2 Main Entrance Road Improvements $1,480,080 4   
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 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

3 Access Road Improvements at Performing 
Arts Center $570,000  4  

4 Collector Road Shift at Memorial Drive $1,782,846 4   
5 Rear Entrance Road Improvement at Old 

Cullowhee Road $217,200  4  
6 HF Robinson Administration Building 

Parking Renovation $1,587,360   4 
7 Utility Relocation and Improvements 

(Phase I) $1,300,688 4   
TOTAL PHASE I COSTS $8,484,614  

 
 

Phase II–Road and Infrastructure Costs 
Table 4 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase II 
1 Rear Entrance Parking at Old Cullowhee 

Road $565,080 4   
2 Southeast Campus Entrance Improvement 

at Old Cullowhee and Central Drive $453,960 4   
3 Camp Lab Intramural Field Parking Lot $318,600  4  
4 Secondary Campus Entrance off of 

Highway 107 $140,760  4  
5 Library Parking Lot Expansion and 

Pedestrian Plaza $193,620   4 
6 Greek Housing Access Road, Site 

Infrastructure, and Parking $492,480   4 
7 Utility Relocation and Improvements 

(Phase II) $1,300,687 4   
TOTAL PHASE II COSTS $3,465,187  

 
Overall Roadway and Infrastructure $11,949,801 
 
 

Phase I–Buildings Costs 
Table 5 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase I 
1 East Dormitory Construction (Phase I) $13,308,750 4   
2 Performing Arts Center $25,805,745 4   
3 University Center Expansion $6,500,000 4   
4 New Work Force Development Center $6,000,000 4   
5 Married Student Housing Complex $2,354,835  4  
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6 Expansion of Reid Health and Physical 
Education/Fitness Center $10,810,980 4   

7 East Dormitory Construction (Phase II) $11,556,726  4  
8 Ramsey Center Dormitory Improvement $12,477,000   4 
9 North Dormitory Expansion $23,170,956   4 
TOTAL PHASE I COSTS $111,984,992  

 
 

Phase II–Buildings Costs 
Table 6 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase II 
27 New Mountain Heritage Museum $3,528,000  4  
33 New Music Building $12,245,730 4   
34 Old Student Union Dormitory Expansion $11,357,880   4 
35 Removal of Old Steam Plant and 

Installation of New Plant $36,217,040 4   
38 Conference Center $18,375,000 4   
39 Physical Plant Expansion $866,250  4  
40 HF Robinson Administration Building 

Expansion $1,050,000   4 
41 New Student Services Center $8,353,800 4   
42 New Football Stadium Seating and Plaza $1,600,000 4   
TOTAL PHASE II COSTS $93,593,700  

 
Overall Buildings $211,197,532 
 
 

Phase I–Pedestrian and Outdoor Spaces Costs 
Table 7 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase I 
1 Pedestrian Link Central Drive to Main 

Campus $2,409,900 4   
2 Main Quad Pedestrian Plaza 

Improvements $1,186,800 4   
3 Coulter, Forsyth, Killian Hall Plaza 

Improvements $268,200  4  
4 Plaza Improvement at Scott Residence 

Hall $550,500 4   
5 Library Plaza Improvement $292,920  4  
6 Strong Pedestrian Corridor to Intramural 

Complex $1,230,720 4   
7 Twelve Tennis Court Complex 

Renovation $534,000 4   
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8 Intramural Softball Fields and Restroom 
Expansion $1,802,880 4   

9 New Soccer Field at Picnic Area $558,960   4 
TOTAL PHASE I COSTS $8,834,880  

 
 

Phase II–Pedestrian and Outdoor Spaces Costs 
Table 8 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase II 
32 New Soccer Field at Baseball Stadium $349,440  4  
TOTAL PHASE II COSTS $349,440  

 
Overall Pedestrian and Outdoor Spaces $9,184,320 
 
 

Phase I and II–Property Purchases Costs 
Table 9 

 Project Amount High Moderate Low 

Phase I 
1 32.08 acres $3,093,000 4   
Phase II 
1 9.45 acres $823,262 4   
TOTAL PHASE II COSTS $3,916,263  
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE CAMPUS MASTER PLAN 
The adoption of the campus master plan represents an important first step for Western Carolina 
University towards addressing the needs of the University over the next ten years. This master plan 
approach provides for an appealing, well-organized campus. It will have open spaces and pedestrian 
facilities along with strong pedestrian development areas that meet the University’s academic, leisure, and 
learning needs. Attractive building sites and support facilities have been developed in harmony with the 
required vehicular circulation and parking to provide a campus master plan that is community-oriented in 
its layout yet safe and functional for the students, staff, and faculty. 
 

Plan Implementation 

Successful implementation of the campus master plan will require a continuing commitment by the 
University’s Administration. This commitment will involve the coordination of the separate planning, 
design, construction and maintenance activities associated with the development of the campus 
improvements. The University has a committee on the Board of Trustees that provide oversight to new 
projects. This committee should be maintained. 
 

Guideline Administration 

Administering the implementation of the campus master plan requires regular communication among all 
parties involved in the campus operation including campus staff and outside professionals. Any persons 
involved on any of the recommended projects from the master plan should be required to make a 
presentation about the project to the Building Committee and Campus Task Force prior to beginning the 
project. This presentation should define clearly what is to be accomplished during the programming, 
schematic design, and design development phases. An additional presentation should follow the 
preparation of the detailed contract documents and prior to the final acceptance of the project to 
representatives from both committees to ensure adherence to the design directives of the master plan and 
design guidelines. 
 
Several general procedures should be incorporated into the responsibility of the Building Committee and 
Campus Task Force regarding the implementation of the campus master plan and design guidelines. 
These procedures would include the following: 
 
1. Conduct regular meetings to review the progress on the implementation of the campus master plan 

and to discuss current and upcoming improvement projects. 
 
2. Maintain good communications with senior University officials to promote the implementation of the 

campus master plan and adherence to the procedures and guidelines contained in this document. 
 
3. Conduct regular inspections of the campus and projects under construction. 
 
4. Maintain current records on all projects associated with the improvement of the campus and the 

implementation of the campus master plan. 
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Conclusion 

The appearance and operation of Western Carolina University will improve over the next ten years. While 
the implementation of the master plan is directly proportional to the amount of funding that is obtained, it 
should be noted that the improvements will be a direct result of the implementation of the campus master 
plan and the adherence to the procedures set forth in the recommendations.  
 
A well-planned campus with an orderly progression of development will emerge from this process. The 
physical relationship between buildings, open spaces, and vehicular/pedestrian circulation will be 
improved. The arrangement and appearance of new facilities, site improvements, and the expansion of 
existing facilities will be better coordinated with more emphasis placed on providing amenities on the 
campus.  
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
Western Carolina University aspires to become a top-ranked public comprehensive University. 
Enrollment, now at about 6,300 students, is projected to increase to about 9,400 students in the next 
decade. The University offers baccalaureate programs in the Arts & Sciences, as well as in Applied 
Sciences, Business, and Education. Masters degrees are offered in several Arts & Sciences disciplines and 
in the each of the professional schools. The University also offers a program leading to the Doctor in 
Education degree. 
 
WCU under went a comprehensive review of its undergraduate programs as a part of its strategic 
repositioning and planning for growth. The Undergraduate Program Review Process will “identify 
academic and administrative programs to be enhanced, maintained, reduced, or eliminated” by 
considering each program against a number of review criteria. In this study, the consultants were asked to 
investigate: 
 
• potential demand for various programs among prospective students,  
• employment opportunities projected to be available for graduates, and  
• program offerings at comparison institutions 
 
The goal was to identify programs that might usefully be offered at Western Carolina University.  
 

1.  Student Interests 

WCU’s target population for undergraduate programs is expected to remain traditional (residential, full-
time, 18–22 years old). Most enrolling students will be North Carolina residents. Focus groups of faculty 
and University officers agreed that the study should include data for high school SAT-takers from North 
Carolina, surrounding southern states, and from the national pool. 
 
Data pertaining to intended college major of these college-bound students was obtained from The College 
Board. College-bound seniors are asked to indicate their intended college major at the time they register 
for the SAT test. They select from twenty-two broad categories or may list themselves as “undecided.” 
 

2.  Occupational Outlook 

Since most WCU students are North Carolinians and because WCU has as a goal of educating students 
who will help meet the workforce needs of the region and the state, labor market data for the state of 
North Carolina was used. Data regarding projected statewide employment and average job needs for 1994 
though 2005 was obtained from the Labor Market Information Division of the Employment Security 
Commission of North Carolina. Additional information was provided by the North Carolina State 
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.  
 
An initial list of over 800 occupations was reduced to about 220 occupations which were deemed suitable 
for graduates holding the baccalaureate degree or higher. After consulting various North Carolina 
publications describing educational requirements for various occupations and studying the major/career 
database maintained by the WCU Career Counseling Center, each selected occupation was linked with 
possible majors. The occupational selection and occupation-to-major matches were reviewed and 
approved by WCU Deans. 
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The occupations were sorted by number of annual openings to determine whether Western Carolina 
University is preparing students to enter those occupations where workforce needs will be greatest. This 
portion of the study concentrated on the 110 occupations that are expected to have average annual 
openings above the median for the group of occupations deemed suitable for college graduates. The 
major/career database developed by the Career Counseling Center was used to sort occupations by 
academic division and department, then the dean of each college was asked to confirm that students 
enrolled in WCU programs in his division would be adequately prepared to enter each occupation.  
 

3.  Programs Offered at Comparison Schools 

Western Carolina University aspires to improve the quality and reputation of its academic programs and 
increase retention and graduation rates as enrollment increases. The consultant worked with WCU leaders 
and faculty to identify comprehensive universities that have achieved top-tier ratings for their 
undergraduate programs. Schools that are larger than WCU is now and closer to the size WCU expects to 
become. We also sought schools that were located in a rural environment at considerable distance from 
major metropolitan areas. Thus, we selected “aspiration peers:” comprehensive universities that had 
achieved top-tier rankings, higher levels of retention, and higher enrollments than WCU and that are 
located in rural communities. 
 
The selection process considered all public comprehensive universities that were ranked in the top-tier for 
their geographic region (North, South, Midwest and West) by US News & World Report. The initial pool 
included approximately forty schools. Like Western Carolina University, all of these schools draw 
students almost exclusively from their home state and from surrounding states in their region. The initial 
group was reduced by eliminating schools that were located in urban areas or in suburbs very near major 
metropolitan areas (e.g., New York, Baltimore). This left a potential pool of 13 universities. 
 
The potential pool was circulated to WCU administrators and the Strategic Planning Committee. They 
were invited to add the names of other schools that seemed to them to be appropriate comparison schools 
for WCU. As a result, seven additional institutions were added to the working list for consideration as 
possible comparison schools. All institutions listed in the University of North Carolina Peer List for 
Western Carolina University were considered as possible comparison schools. 
 
Focus sessions were held with WCU’s senior leadership and with the Strategic Planning and the Program 
Review Committees to develop criteria for identifying “aspiration peers.”  
 

4.  Selection of Comparison Schools 

Identifying appropriate comparison schools for Western Carolina University was one of the most 
challenging aspects of the study. Our goal was to find at least five (5) universities what were: 
 

1) Publicly supported. 
2) Larger than Western Carolina University is now, but not substantially larger than it expects to 

become. 
3) More successful than Western Carolina in terms of the usual measures of academic success—

retention and graduation rates, academic reputation, and characteristics of applicant pool and of 
entering freshmen.  
AND 

4) Located in a community that is as rural or nearly as rural as Cullowhee, North Carolina 
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We were looking for “aspiration peers” for Western Carolina—schools that had achieved goals similar to 
those Western Carolina has set for itself in similar environments.  
 
Our initial search identified fewer than 50 schools that appeared to meet the first and third criteria. The 
initial list of possible schools was reduced very quickly when setting and enrollment were considered. 
More than half the schools in the initial pool were located in or near major metropolitan areas. 
 
Ultimately, five “aspiration peers” were selected for study. These were the only schools that met (or came 
close to meeting) the criteria outlined above. All of these universities are ranked in US News & World 
Report first-tier for their geographic region. The top-tier institutions studied were (in alphabetical order): 
 
• Humboldt State University (Humb) 
• James Madison University (JMU) 
• Murray State University (MSU) 
• Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania (Shipp) 
• University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point (Wis-SP) 
 
Data also were obtained for two second-tier back-up institutions. The back-up schools included: 
 
• Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania (Bloom) 
• Radford University (Rad) 
 

5.  Recommendations 

The Educational Program Analysis was intended to support Western Carolina University’s strategic 
planning process by describing workforce needs and students interests and by suggesting ways of 
thinking about program scope and development that may be useful in guiding academic planning. The 
following recommendations that follow are not based on an evaluation of current or proposed WCU 
curricula per se. These observations and suggestions should be considered along with other criteria that 
the Strategic Planning Committee has identified as important to program development at Western 
Carolina University. 
 
The following recommendations are the culmination of the Educational Program Analysis process: 
 
RECOMMENDATION 1: At Western Carolina University, the Undergraduate Program Review Process 
should concentrate on eliminating, consolidating, and integrating programs rather than on expanding the 
total number of programs or courses offered. While a few programs may need to be added to strengthen 
the themes WCU will emphasize, there must be reductions elsewhere if quality is to be maintained or 
improved.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 2: To guide the program review process, identify themes that create linkages 
between programs and schools. The themes selected may be broad in scope. The most effective examples 
of this approach draw on strengths in the Arts & Sciences and one or more of the professional schools. 
Typically, the programs that emerge serve as career paths to occupations for which there will be high 
demand, either nationally or regionally. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 3: Identify situations where more than one academic division or department is 
preparing students (or contributing to preparing students) for the same or similar careers. Evaluate course 
offerings, combine or eliminate overlapping or redundant courses. Support collaborations between 
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divisions and departments by fostering faculty interaction and co-locating or sharing facilities when such 
situations arise.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 4: Note that organizational factors may be contributing to lower than expected 
enrollments in some cases. Carefully examine the organizational structure surrounding majors with lower 
enrollments than the comparison schools.  Consider shifting courses, programs or even departmental and 
college boundaries as a means of making programs more visible and accessible to students.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 5: Reframe the way post-graduation goals are articulated to encourage students, 
parents, faculty and advisors to think in terms of careers, rather than in terms of jobs/occupations or 
graduate/professional school. Help broaden students’ understanding of how to accomplish their career 
goals and help them to better understand the many career options that are possible for arts & sciences 
majors.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 6: WCU should develop resources that will guide faculty and students in 
linking interests, skills and life goals to possible careers and possible careers to the full array of majors, 
minors, internships and cooperative experiences, courses and extracurricular activities relevant to them. 
Each student should work with his/her advisor to draft a personal educational plan that can be reviewed 
annually and adjusted to reflect changes in post-graduation goals. 
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